ALL AWAY TEAM PARTICIPANTS MUST COMPLETE THE ONLINE COVID-19 LIABILITY WAIVER FORM AT SPORTORAMA.COM  For Games only players, coaches & managers appearing on the teams valid 2020/21 USAH or official High School roster will be permitted entry - NO EXCEPTIONS!

- Face coverings required at all times (off the ice). Maintain social distancing at all times.
- Parents and or Guardians (2 maximum) are permitted in the building for Travel Games, otherwise players, skaters and coaches only. Spectators for practices are not permitted. Completion of the Online covid-19 waiver at sportorama.com is MANDATORY. You must show your email receipt for entry when entry permitted.

- Entering when permitted: You may only enter for a game after all the players from both teams are on the ice for warm-ups, the clock is running and the rink staff indicate it is ok to enter the building. Please note game start times may vary due to circumstances beyond our control. Your entry may be delayed. Exiting at the conclusion of the game: all spectators must exit the building at the sound of the final buzzer. Immediately exit the building to the parking lot through the two doors located inside the front of each rink. Do not enter the lobby. Do not wait for your child in the building.

- Team members not participating are not permitted to attend the game.
- Livebarn is available for viewing

GAME OFFICIALS
- Referees enter the building 15 minutes prior to game start.
- Referees will be assigned a changing room (rotating for shifts) which will allow for all aspects of social distancing as Referees work multiple games.
- Once a referee completes their assigned games they are to depart the rinks through the double exit doors located in the front of each rink (parking lot end). Do not exit via the lobby front doors.
- Scorekeeper enter the facility 5 minutes prior to game start and exits the rink through the front exits in each rink, do not return to the lobby. RINK PROVIDES SCOREKEEPER/TIMER.

GAME PARTICIPANTS
- Arrive dressed for your ice session, FACTOR THE WEATHER INTO YOUR ARRIVAL PLANS. there are limited changing areas outside.
- The rink front doors will remain closed and attended. We will open the door 5 minutes prior to your ice time. Arrive at the door 5 minutes or less before your scheduled ice time.
- Goalies may arrive partially dressed 10 minutes prior to game time.
- Participants ONLY must enter through the rink front doors AND have their temperature taken at the temperature station (devices are wall mounted and touchless).
- NO BAGS (hockey or others) of any type are permitted inside the building. Skates, sticks, helmets, gloves, and water bottles are allowed
- You must only go to the rink that you are scheduled to be in, the lobby is closed and off limits other than passing through on the way to your assigned rink.
- ALL Locker rooms will be closed for all participants – NO EXCEPTIONS
- Each team will be assigned a pre game space by rink staff. Teams are to stay within that area 5 minutes prior to the game and for any ice cut.

**ONCE YOUR GAME ENDS ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE TO DEPART THE RINKS THROUGH THE DOUBLE EXIT DOORS LOCATED IN THE FRONT OF EACH RINK (PARKING LOT END). DO NOT RETURN TO OR EXIT VIA THE LOBBY**
- Each player should bring a small plastic bag with their name on it to put their face covering in when they go on the ice. Take the bag to the bench.
- Please make sure water bottles are clearly identified with your name.
- Use of bathrooms by participants will be limited to two (2) people at a time.
- DO NOT CONGREGATE IN THE PARKING LOT.
- No Handshake lines, stick salutes only. Goalies and players will nudge the puck to the referee along the ice after each whistle in order to keep your distance from the referee.
- Anyone who does not follow these Protocols will be removed from the facility and will not be permitted to re-enter.